Using multiple secondary fusion products to evaluate fuel qR, electron temperature, and mix in deuterium-filled implosions at the NIF H. G. Rinderknecht In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), lasers are used to compress fusion fuels, with the goal of generating a 'hotspot' in which fusion is initiated, surrounded by a cold, dense fuel mass that can support a propagating fusion burn wave. 1 Successful fusion ignition requires, among other considerations, areal density in the hotspot high enough that fusion products deposit their energy locally (qR $ 0.3 g/cm 2 ) and preventing non-fuel ions from mixing into the hotspot, where they radiate energy and inhibit fusion burn. 2 The electron temperature (T e ) also plays a significant role in alpha heating of the hotspot: for temperatures up to a few keV, the fusiongenerated alphas predominantly lose their energy through collisions with electrons, such that the rate of alpha stopping is governed by T e and electron density. 3 Experimental study of the core temperature, areal density, and composition is critical to make progress towards ignition. 4 Nuclear fusion products have been used extensively to study the behavior of the high energy-density plasmas generated in ICF implosions. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The high sensitivity of thermonuclear fusion yield rate to plasma ion temperature and density 13 makes the nuclear reaction histories and profiles valuable for studying the core plasma. In an ICF implosion filled with deuterium, fuel ions undergo the following fusion reactions: 
Additionally, the energetic reactant products 3 He and T are themselves fusion reactants and can fuse in-flight with thermal deuterons as they transit and escape the fuel [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Tð 1:01 MeVÞ þ D ! nð11:9 À 17:2 MeVÞ þ að6:7 À 1:4 MeVÞ; 3 Heð 0:82 MeVÞ þ D ! pð12:6 À 17:4 MeVÞ þ að6:6 À 1:7 MeVÞ:
These processes are called secondary fusion reactions. The yield of secondary protons and neutrons from these reactions depends sensitively on the areal density of the fuel (qR fuel ), the electron and ion temperature, and the plasma composition. 25 Secondary yields, which probe the entire fuel volume, therefore provide a unique view on these important properties of the final fuel assembly at bang time.
The use of either the DT-neutron or D 3 He-proton secondary yield to infer qR fuel was realized in early work. simultaneously used to evaluate both the qR and the fuel temperature. The temperatures inferred from this approach for two implosions on the Gekko XII laser were anomalously low, which was interpreted as a signature of a composition change in the plasma and was used to estimate the amount of shell mix into the fuel. The development and generalization of this technique and its application to recent experimental data is the goal of the present work.
Secondary yields have been used more recently to assess the density and temperature profiles of the imploded fuel at bang time 23, 24 on implosions at the OMEGA laser facility. 26 Assuming a clean deuterium fuel (i.e., uncontaminated with shell material), implosions with low fuel areal density were found to produce consistent yields of secondary protons and neutrons for laser intensities of $6 Â 10 14 W/cm 2 . However, shots with intensity above 10 15 W/cm 2 produced a yield of secondary neutrons consistent with a fuel qR nearly double the value naively inferred from secondary protons. 24 Mix of shell material into the fuel was proposed as an explanation for this discrepancy. However, the difference between electron and ion temperature in the fuel was not taken into account, although these temperatures are not generally equal and the electron/ion thermalization time can be long compared to the implosion. 27, 28 Since electron temperature and fuel composition affect the plasma stopping power in similar ways, both must be considered when considering secondary fusion processes.
Building on these previous works, a general technique for simultaneously analyzing both the secondary DT-neutron and D 3 He-proton yields produced in deuterium-filled ICF implosions was developed to assess fuel qR, electron temperature, and mix. In warm D 2 -filled implosions with moderate fuel qRs in the range 5-100 mg/cm 2 , increased stopping power changes the ratio of secondary D 3 He-proton yield to secondary DT-neutron yield, as will be shown in Section II. Both the fuel electron temperature and mixing of shell material into the fuel impact the fuel stopping power and can affect the ratios of secondary to primary yield and the ratio of secondary yields. By using the combined information of the secondary DT-neutron and secondary D 3 He-proton yields, these important and difficult-to-measure properties of the fuel assembly are addressed in three classes of experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF): direct-drive exploding pushers, indirect-drive 1-and 2-shock implosions, and polar-direct-drive mix experiments. This technique provides valuable information about the state of the core during peak nuclear production in experiments with D 2 fuel, which will be used to validate hydrodynamic models of the implosions and inform the design of DT-filled experiments to demonstrate ignition and propagating burn. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a model for how the secondary yields change as a function of fuel-qR and stopping power and outlines how the combined information of the secondary yields is used to infer qR fuel ,T e , and mix. The simplest form of the model assumes a plasma with uniform density and temperature and is directly applicable to implosions containing deuterium fuel with dopants such as argon and krypton, or additional fuels such as 3 He or T. Section III presents the results of applying this model to experiments at the NIF. Finally, conclusions of the work are discussed in Section IV.
II. MODEL OF SECONDARY YIELDS
Secondary yield production depends on the pathaveraged fusion reactivity of the D-D fusion products 3 He and T as they transit the plasma. Since fusion reactivity is a strong function of center-of-mass energy of the reactant particles, the stopping power of the plasma along the path of these products will have a strong impact on the secondary yields. An example calculation of a DD- 3 He and DD-triton slowing in a homogenous, pure deuterium plasma, and the resulting cross-section for fusion with background deuterons, is shown in Figure 1 . More generally, for a 3 He or T born at locationx 0 and following pathx, the probability P 2 ðxÞ of undergoing secondary fusion is
where n D is the deuterium number density; r fusion (E) is the cross-section for fusion of the ion with a deuteron, which is a function of the center-of-mass energy; EðrÞ is the ion energy at pointr; and dE/dx is the plasma stopping power, which is a function of the ion energy and the local plasma properties. The factor of 2/5 is the ratio of the reduced mass to the reactant ion mass and converts the ion kinetic energy to the center-of-mass energy if the deuteron thermal distribution and residual flow velocity are neglected. 31 The term in square FIG. 1. Energy (blue, left axis) of a DD-triton (solid) and DD-3 He (dashed), and the resulting fusion cross section with the thermal deuterons (red, right axis), as a function of areal density traversed as they slow in a homogenous, pure deuterium plasma (q ¼ 1 g/cc, T e ¼ T i ¼ 3 keV). The initially 0.8 MeV DD-3 He and 1.01 MeV DD-t lose energy to the plasma along their path, which is calculated using the Li-Petrasso model of plasma stopping power. 29, 30 If the areal density is sufficiently high, the particles are ranged out in the plasma: in this example, the 3 He and T particles have ranges of $18 and $80 mg/cm 2 , respectively. The cross-section is a strong function of the collisional center-of-mass energy and therefore varies with the qR transited as well. The 3 He ion is born near the peak in the D- 3 He reactivity, so additional qR tends to decrease the cross-section; in contrast, the triton is born with substantially more energy than the reactivity peak, and so the cross-section increases with higher qR.
brackets accounts for the attenuation of particles due to nuclear fusion along the path; because the total probability of secondary fusion is generally on the order of 10 À2 or less, this term introduces a correction of Շ1%. The probability of fusion for any one particle integrates over the plasma density and cross-section along its path. The cross-section in turn depends on the plasma stopping power along the path, which is set by plasma temperature, density, and composition.
In the case of secondary fusion, the center-of-mass energy used in the calculation of the cross-section is dominated by the kinetic energy of the primary fusion product. The DD- He-fusion cross section (0.66 MeV). Because of this, increasing the plasma stopping power tends to reduce the average reactivity. In contrast, the DD-triton birth energy (1.01 MeV) is approximately six times more energetic than the peak of the DT-fusion cross section (0.16 MeV): the DT reactivity increases by as much as a factor of 12 as the triton slows in the fuel. These changes in the reactivity with slowing in the fuel are illustrated in Figure 1 .
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The measured ratio of secondary yield to primary yield, Y 2 /Y 1 , is a double-average of the probability in Eq. (3): a primary-burn weighted average of the initial reactant locationx 0 and an average of the trajectory directionx over 4p of solid angle. This calculation is analytically intractable even for simple cases but is accessible to numerical methods. A numerical model of secondary yield production was developed using the Li-Petrasso stopping power formulation to range reactant products in a plasma 29, 30 and the fusion crosssection parametrization of Bosch and Hale to calculate the probability of secondary fusion for both D 3 He-protons and DT-neutrons. 13 This model, which calculates the probability of secondary production assuming a uniform plasma with a known density, temperature, and composition, is applied here to study the trends in secondary yield production.
As an illustrative case, the secondary yield production from a uniform, spherical deuterium plasma with various average areal densities hqR deuterium i is shown in Figure 2 . 33 The secondary yield production probability Y 2 /Y 1 scales approximately linearly with average fuel-qR, until the 3 He or T is stopped by the plasma, at which point the ratio saturates. 23 The range of the reactant ions, and therefore the saturation value of Y 2 /Y 1 , depends sensitively on the stopping power of the plasma. In weakly coupled plasmas, the ions slow predominantly through collisions with the electrons, and the stopping power scales approximately as T À3=2 e . An increased electron temperature therefore decreases the average stopping power, leading to increased ion ranges and increased probability of secondary fusion, as shown in Figure 2 (a). However, changes in the plasma composition dilute the deuterium and can increase electron density, causing increased stopping power and reduced probability of secondary fusion, as shown in Figure 2 (b). An analytical scaling for this behavior is derived in Section II A. Since the DD- 3 He is ranged out at a lower qR than the DD-t, the trends in secondary yield probability are divided into three regions: low-qR, for which both the 3 He and T escape the plasma; medium-qR, for which the 3 He is ranged out but the T escapes, and high-qR, for which both products are ranged out. In the middle region, which occurs between approximately 5 and 100 mg/cm 2 , measuring both secondary yields provides a strong constraint on both the qR and the total stopping power in the plasma.
To highlight this behavior, Figure 3 shows the ratio of secondary neutron to secondary proton yields versus the deuterium areal density in the fuel (qR deuterium ) for a uniform plasma with a variety of temperatures and compositions. 34, 35 Each curve is divided into three regions, defined by the respective ranges of a DD- 3 He and DD-triton in that plasma. At low average fuel qRs, both reactant ions escape the plasma, and the ratio of secondary yields varies slowly, with a value of approximately 0.6. As the 3 He is ranged below the peak of its fusion cross section, the ratio of secondary yields begins to rise rapidly. The curve plateaus at a value of FIG. 2. Production probability for secondary D 3 He-protons (blue) and DTneutrons (red) as a function of qR for various (a) electron temperatures T e and (b) uniform CH mix. The example assumes a uniform deuterium plasma with q ¼ 0.21 g/cc, T i ¼ 3.4 keV (for the mix study, T e ¼ T i ). The range of the DD-3 He (blue dashed) and DD-t (red dashed) divides the plot into three regions: low qR (Շ 5 mg/cm 2 ), for which both secondary products are produced proportionally to qR; medium qR (5 Շ qR Շ 100 mg/cm 2 ), for which the D 3 He-proton yield saturates at a level governed by the stopping power (T e or mix) and the DT-neutron yield continues to scale with qR; and high qR (տ100 mg/cm 2 ), for which both yields saturate and qR cannot be inferred. approximately 20 when the triton is ranged out. The ranges of qR deuterium for which the curve varies rapidly are highly sensitive to the stopping power of the plasma, which depends on the plasma temperature and composition. This figure highlights the fact that by measuring both of the secondary yields, the ratio between them (Y 2n /Y 2p ) contains information on the stopping power of the plasma, as long as the qR is within a certain range. Since both mix and plasma electron temperature affect the stopping power, these two values are degenerated in terms of inferring a change in stopping power from the secondary yields. Additional information about the composition or electron temperature of the fuel is required to break this degeneracy.
The measured primary and secondary yields from experiments with moderate areal density can be interpreted in the following way. The ratio of secondary neutrons to primary neutrons is used to infer the areal density, as this ratio continues to grow roughly linearly with qR in this regime. The (saturated) ratio of secondary protons to primary neutrons is primarily sensitive to the stopping power in this regime and provides information on either the electron temperature or the plasma composition, depending on the experiment. In practice, a fully general analysis is used, which simultaneously compares both ratios to the predicted ratios calculated for a range of qR and either T e or mix masses. A v 2 method is then applied to determine the best fit between the experimental data and the model and to infer the uncertainty in the evaluated quantities; the details of this method are presented in the Appendix. This approach is applied to data from three NIF campaigns in Section III. The analysis technique is applicable to any experiment where primary yields and both secondary yields are measured. It is worth noting that while both qR and a quantity related to the stopping power may be accurately inferred only from implosions with moderate qR, outside of this range useful information is still obtained. For low-qR implosions in which neither the 3 He or T is ranged out, both secondary channels may be used to infer the qR; whereas for high-qR implosions in which both products are ranged out, both channels may be used to infer information about T e or mix.
This method makes use only of the measured primary and secondary yields and does not incorporate higher-order information contained in the secondary yield spectra. Spectral measurements have previously been used to compensate for stopping power effects when inferring qR from secondary yields. 19, 21 In principle, the spectral information could be used to break the degeneracy between T e and mix, since the spectral shape is a function of qR total , while the yield ratios are predominantly a function of qR deuterium . In practice, the low absolute yields of secondary DT-neutrons on many experiments considered here make precise spectral measurements difficult. D 3 He-proton spectra are accurately measured at the relevant yields; 36 however, the protons can lose a significant fraction of their energy via Coulomb collisions as they escape the experiment, which can distort the spectral shape. Incorporation of the spectral information into this analysis is a valuable area of ongoing research.
Some differences exist between the Li-Petrasso model of plasma stopping power used here and other models of plasma stopping power in common use. 37 A second stopping power model based on Zimmerman's parametrization of the Maynard-Deutsch theory 38, 39 was also implemented to compare the simulated secondary yield production. In the lowqR regime, secondary production was consistent using the two models, which is unsurprising because secondary yield production scales linearly with qR in this regime. However, secondary production did vary on the order of 10% between models in higher-qR regimes when the reactant ion is ranged out. These modeling differences primarily affect the inference of T e and mix, with only a small change in the inferred qR. When applied to the data, the model differences were not larger than the measurement uncertainties, and therefore the results presented in Section III are not significantly affected by the choice of model. In the future, improved nuclear yield measurements and plasma characterization by other diagnostics may make secondary yield studies a viable approach for differentiating between plasma stopping power models. He and DD-t. The region of qR deuterium in which Y 2n /Y 2p changes rapidly depends on the plasma stopping power. Below and above the region of rapid change, the ratio of secondary neutrons to secondary protons is nearly constant.
A. The impact of plasma composition on secondary yield production
The effect of mix on the stopping power can be calculated numerically, as above; however, an analytical approach offers some insight into how the secondary yields scale with mix. Consider a uniform deuterium plasma with a given temperature and containing n uniformly mixed ion species, with charge state Z ? 1 ; …; Z ? n and ion number fraction f 1 ,…,f n , with
The electron density in such a plasma will be n e ¼ n i;tot
Since the reactant ions slow down primarily on electrons in this regime, dE/dx / n e . 29 Assuming the fuel areal density is high enough to stop the reactant ions, the probability of secondary fusion will then scale in the following manner:
Here, the probability of secondary fusion from Eq. (3) has been recast as an integral over energy, and P 0 2 is the probability for secondary fusion in a pure deuterium plasma with the same deuterium density and temperature. Adding uniformly mixed ions into the plasma increases the stopping power through increased electron density, which decreases the range of the reactant ions and therefore the number of deuterons available for fusion, inhibiting secondary yield production. This scaling holds regardless of fuel density, so long as the reactant ions are stopped in the plasma and stopping is primarily on electrons.
Equation (5) can be generalized by fixing the final limiting energy of the reactant particle at a non-zero value E 0 . In this case, the dependence of the integral on the deuterium fraction may still be removed, leaving the relation
where F is a function of E 0 . 40 If the charge-to-mass ratio (Z ? /A) is equal to that for deuterium (1/2), the relationship between electron density and qR total is fixed and the final reactant particle energy is a function of qR total only. In this case, Eq. (6) provides a simple relationship between the probability of secondary yield production in plasmas with equal qR total as the plasma composition is varied. In the limit of low qR, F is then approximately equal to qR total multiplied by 0.1/(g/cm 2 ) for secondary DT-neutrons or 0.17/(g/cm 2 ) for secondary D 3 He-protons. The accuracy of Eq. (6) was studied numerically for a wide variety of plasma conditions and over the entire range of areal density; an example calculation is shown in Figure  4 . This secondary yield scaling appears to be accurate for both secondary products to within 10% in plasmas with D and 4 He with densities between 0.1 and 1 g/cc, temperatures between 0.1 and 10 keV, and deuterium fractions between 0.1 and 1. For deuterium- 3 He mixtures in this range, the agreement is within 20%. For deuterium-hydrogen mixtures in this range, the scaling is accurate to within 10% for temperatures between 0.1 and 1 keV, but only to within 30% at temperatures of 10 keV: this is most likely due to the increased importance of stopping on the hydrogen ions at high plasma temperatures. The full numerical modeling of the stopping power used in the remainder of this work intrinsically incorporates the details of plasma composition.
The uniform mix model presented here is most directly relevant to the case of ICF targets initially filled with deuterium and additional gases, such as low levels of dopants for x-ray imaging (Ar, Kr) or other fusion fuels ( 3 He, T). The DD implosion database for indirect drive at OMEGA includes several examples of implosions with 10 atm D 2 fuel doped with 0.05 atm Ar. 41 In such an implosion, assuming helium-like argon (Z ¼ 16), the scaling in Eq. (5) predicts that the secondary yield will only be reduced by $4% compared to the pure-deuterium case. However, in targets with 50:50 mixtures of D 3 He, which are routinely imploded on the OMEGA laser as backlighters for monoenergetic proton radiography experiments 42 and have been used in studies of kinetic plasma dynamics, 28, 43, 44 the secondary yields are expected to be reduced by 67% compared to pure-deuterium implosions with the same temperature, which can be produced using hydroequivalent (i.e., equal mass density) deuterium gas fills. 43 Diagnosis of the secondary D 3 He-proton yield several orders of magnitude larger; however, the secondary DT-neutrons may in principle be measured. In symmetry (SymCap) and convergent-ablator (ConA) surrogate experiments at the NIF, for which D 3 He fuel with deuterium fraction of 30% is imploded and reaches average fuel areal densities exceeding 100 mg/cm 2 , the above scaling indicates that the secondary yields will be reduced by $80% compared to a pure deuterium implosion.
This model can also be used to estimate the impact of non-uniform mix. Consider a pure deuterium core surrounded by a spherical shell region containing deuterium with uniform mix of a species with charge Z m and number fraction f m . The reactant particles initially transit the pure deuterium core, during which they are ranged down from the initial energy E 0 to E 1 , and in the process produce F(E1) secondary reactions. Next, they enter the mixed plasma, where they lose some additional energy DE > 0 and produce
The total secondary production is then given by
Equation (7) indicates that the total production in this shell model is intermediate between the limiting case of pure deuterium fuel (DE ( (E 0 À E 1 )) and the limit of uniform mix (DE ) (E 0 À E 1 )). By assuming a uniform model, a smaller mix fraction is inferred than is actually present in the mixed regions. After accounting for the volume of the shell, the total mixed mass is also underestimated by assuming uniform mix. Accounting for profiles of mix in the future will improve the accuracy and range of application for this technique.
III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE NIF
The combined secondary yield analysis was applied to data recorded on several experiments performed at the National Ignition Facility. The indirect-drive ignition relevant experiments produce fuel assemblies with very high areal density on the order of hundreds of mg/cm 2 , and the secondary protons are partially or fully ranged out in the implosion. As such, this technique cannot be applied to them. However, several experimental campaigns have investigated plasmas with moderate areal density and pure deuterium fuel. This section will present the secondary yield data and combined secondary yield analysis for three campaigns: polar-direct-drive exploding pushers, indirect-drive 1-shock and 2-shock implosions, and the polar-direct-drive defect-induced mix experiments (DIME). A summary of all target and laser parameters as well as measured yields and burn-averaged ion temperatures for these experiments is provided in Table I .
The analysis technique is contingent upon robust measurements of both the D 3 He-proton and the DT-neutron spectra in deuterium-filled implosions. Proton spectra are routinely recorded at the NIF using the Wedge Range Filter (WRF) spectrometers, 9,36,45 while secondary neutron yields are recorded by neutron Time-of-Flight (nTOF) detectors. 46, 47 Time-of-flight is used to resolve neutron energy and differentiate secondary neutrons from the primary 2.45 MeV neutrons, which are 10 2 to 10 4 times more plentiful.
A. Polar-direct-drive exploding pushers
Shock-driven "exploding pusher" implosions are used on the NIF primarily for diagnostic calibration, although careful analysis of the experimental data has provided insights into kinetic processes in the shock-convergence phase of ICF. 48 Because these implosions are gas-filled (q 0 ¼ 1.6 mg/cc) and have low convergence (CR $ 5), the fuel qR at bang-time is expected to be low. Specifically, the initial fuel areal density qR 0 % 0.13 mg/cm 2 is expected to grow by a factor of (CR) 2 $ 25, so a final value of <5 mg/cm 2 is expected. 49 This expectation is confirmed by the data from two implosions, shown in Figure 5 . The fuel qR inferred separately from both secondary products were found to agree with each other, with a value of $3-4 mg/cm 2 . These experiments are in the "low" qR region of Figure 2 , and as such the yield of both secondary products is expected to scale linearly with qR, and neither T e nor mix can be robustly TABLE I. Target and laser parameters and measured DD-burn averaged ion temperatures and yields for the NIF experiments used in the combined secondary yield study: exploding pushers (ExpPush, see Section III A), indirect-drive 1-shock and 2-shock implosions (ID, see Section III B), and defect-induced mix experiments (DIME, see Section III C). All capsules were filled with pure D 2 gas. inferred. However, the data can be used to infer an upper bound on the amount of fuel-shell mix present in the experiments. Introducing mix of silicon and oxygen ions from the glass shells increases the total areal density in the fuel without increasing the deuterium areal density. Therefore, sufficient mix would range out the 3 He reactant ions sooner than expected and increase the secondary neutron-to-proton ratio. An electron temperature equals to 0.67 and 0.75 times the measured burn-averaged ion temperature was assumed for N110131 and N130129, respectively, based on the results of 1D-LILAC simulations of these implosions. 48, 50 Under this assumption, the amount of mix required for inconsistency with the measured secondary yield data was determined to be 6.4 lg for N110131 and 4.0 lg for N130129. Figure 6 shows a map of v 2 as a function of mix mass and qR for both shots, as well as the simulated secondary generation curves for both the no-mix case and the upper-bound mix for each shot. Both sets of data are consistent with a clean implosion. The upper limit on mixed mass can be understood as the amount of areal density in addition to the deuterium areal density, which is inferred from Y 2 /Y 1 , that is necessary to range out DD- 3 He ions. The slightly lower temperature inferred for N130129 translates into a higher average stopping power in the clean fuel that is closer to the range of the 3 He ions. Thus, the data from this shot allow less additional qR in the fuel from mix than the data from N110131, and a reduced upper bound on the mix mass is inferred.
The upper bounds inferred here for mixed mass are quite large relative to realistic values and would likely have a substantial impact on the implosion if true. For N130129, the greatest mixed mass that is consistent with the data would imply a plasma with an average ion charge of hZi % 2:0. Since radiative loss from bremsstrahlung emission scales proportionally to hZi 2 , the upper-bound mix case would suffer from four times the radiative loss of a clean implosion, which might be expected to affect other experimental results such as nuclear yield or burn-average temperature. These quantities are matched well by simulations of this implosion, 51 suggesting that the mixed mass in the experiment is substantially less than the upper bound inferred here. This example underscores the need for a sufficiently high qR in order to infer precise information about the fuel-averaged stopping power in the experiment.
B. Indirect-drive 1-and 2-shock implosions
The "indirect drive exploding pusher" (IDEP) is a 1-shock implosion in which the ablator completely burns through, which was designed to provide a simple 1D-hydrodynamic implosion for verification of hydrodynamic codes. A D 2 -filled and a DT-filled implosion using this platform each demonstrated optimally 1D performance and agreement across the board with simulated predictions. 52 Both secondary D 3
He-protons and DT-neutrons were measured on the DD-filled implosion N130312, and the combined secondary yield analysis was performed as shown on the left in Figure 7 . In this implosion, the average qR fuel was sufficiently high to range out the DD- 3 He. Since the implosion demonstrated extraordinary agreement with the 1D simulations, hydrodynamic mix is considered to be negligible. As such, the data were used to determine the average qR fuel ¼ 15.5 6 1.2 mg/cm 2 and the average fuel electron temperature T e ¼ 2.30 6 0.30 keV.
The inferred electron temperature is approximately 65% of the measured DD-neutron burn-averaged ion temperature (hT i i ¼ 3:5360:18 keV). This result most likely reflects a difference in the fuel-region weighting of each measurement: because of the strong reactivity scaling with ion temperature, the burn-averaged ion temperature is weighted toward the hotter regions of the plasma. In contrast, the electron temperature measured by the secondary yield analysis is averaged over the entire deuterium-containing volume, weighted to the nuclear burn history. Since the shock initially heats the ions, an alternative explanation for a smaller electron temperature would be that the electrons and ions are not fully equilibrated. Using the burn-averaged ion temperature and the inferred electron temperature and fuel density at burn, the electron-ion equilibration time was calculated to be 53 This value is shorter than the implosion timescale but is comparable to the expected duration of nuclear production, and so insufficient equilibration may contribute to the low inferred ratio of T e /T i . The electrons will also cool more rapidly than the ions due to radiative emission and electron thermal conduction out of the hotspot, which will tend to reduce the electron temperature relative to the ion temperature in the fuel.
A 2-shock implosion was designed and performed to achieve higher density and convergence while maintaining 1D-hydrodynamic behavior of the fuel. 54 In this experiment, the ablator does not burn through and a deceleration phase compresses the fuel after the shock rebounds, as in the ignition design, but the fuel adiabat is higher than in ignitionrelevant experiments and the implosion is less susceptible to hydrodynamic fuel-shell mix. This implosion used a highdensity carbon target. A comparison of the targets and laser impulses for the 1-shock and 2-shock implosions is shown in Figure 8 . The experiment was well-modeled using 1D-hydrodynamic simulations implying that fuel-shell mix was again negligible.
Both secondary products were observed on the 2-shock deuterium-filled implosion N130813, and the combined secondary yield analysis was performed to infer qR ¼ 20.6 6 4.2 mg/cm 2 and T e ¼ 1.17 6 0.47 keV, as shown on the right in Figure 7 . The fuel qR was larger in the 2-shock implosion, as expected based on a higher observed convergence ratio (CR % 11, as compared to %5 for the 1-shock implosion). The inferred electron temperature is colder in the 2-shock implosion by almost a factor of two, although the burn-averaged ion temperatures are comparable. Because of the increased density, the calculated electron-ion equilibration time for this experiment (s ei ¼ 100 ps) was slightly shorter than for the 1-shock experiment, indicating that the reduced temperature is not due to a change in the thermal coupling of the electron and ion fluids. Since the x-ray drive of the implosion is He-protons is shown for the best-fit T e with uncertainties (blue), along with the measured data and uncertainty (red horizontal lines) and inferred average qR fuel and uncertainty (red vertical lines).
FIG. 8.
Comparison of the targets and laser impulses for the 1-shock (indirect-drive exploding pusher) and 2-shock implosions on NIF: N130312 (blue) and N130813 (orange), respectively. In addition to increased laser energy for N130813, a major difference between the two implosions is the choice of shell material (CH and HDC, respectively).
absorbed by electrons in the ablation front, the burn through of the ablator in the 1-shock implosion allows for direct heating of the core electrons by the x-ray drive, a mechanism that is not available in the 2-shock implosion. The 2-shock implosion is also designed to set the fuel on a lower adiabat than the 1-shock implosion, which is consistent with a lower observed fuel-averaged temperature.
Mix of carbon from the shell into the fuel could alternatively account for the low observed secondary proton yield; however, a substantial amount (14 lg, greater than the initial deuterium fuel mass) would be necessary to allow the same T e /T i ratio observed on the 1-shock implosion. Given the agreement of 1D-hydrodynamic simulations with the observed data on this shot, 54 substantial mixed mass seems unlikely, supporting the electron temperature inference.
Notably, these data are approaching the regime where both the DD- He and DD-t are ranged out. Unlike for the 1-shock implosion, the calculated secondary neutron production models shown in Fig. 7 (b) are sensitive to both qR and T e in this regime. These data underscore the importance of the simultaneous v 2 analysis, as the region in (qR,T e )-space that produces good fits (see Fig. 7 (a) develops a more complex shape. If the secondary proton yield was approximately 40% of the observed value, the data would be consistent with ranging out of the DD-tritons and an accurate qR could not be inferred.
C. Defect-induced mix experiments
A series of six deuterium-filled, polar-direct-drive experiments 55 was performed at the NIF in 2012 and 2013, as part of the DIME campaign. 56 These experiments imploded 2.2 mm diameter CH capsules with a shell thickness of 40-42 lm and filled with 0.82 mg/cc D 2 . The targets were illuminated using a flat-top laser drive with full-width at half maximum of 2.1 ns, containing between 319 and 666 kJ of laser energy. Observed primary DD-neutron yields were in the range 3-9 Â 10 11 , and secondary proton and neutron yields were recorded on all shots.
Since the electron temperature is unknown, both mix and electron temperature may be expected to modify the plasma stopping power. The inferred burn-averaged ion temperatures provide an upper limit on the volume-averaged plasma electron temperature during burn. Setting T e ¼ hT i i in the analysis resulted in the qR fuel and mix masses shown in Figure 9 . The amount of CH mixed mass inferred in the experiments ranges from 8 to 27 lg and increases monotonically with the laser drive energy. Because of the degeneracy in stopping power between colder T e and increased mix, these mix masses can be taken as an upper bound. The inferred upper bound on the mixed masses corresponds to a maximum of the innermost $2 lm of the shell mixing completely into the fuel. Each of these implosions had an initial total deuterium mass of 4.1 lg. Given the average mass of the mixed CH ions is 3.25 times the deuteron mass, the number density of mixed ions inferred for the implosions ranges from 0.6 to 2.0 times the number density of deuterium.
Although Figure 9 presents three quantities, only two independent quantities are inferred from the data. Mixed mass and total deuterium areal density in the fuel ((b) and (c)) are the most well-constrained quantities by the secondary data, while the total areal density in the fuel (a) is degenerate with the other two. As previously discussed, the secondary neutron analysis effectively constrains the deuterium qR, while the secondary proton analysis effectively constrains the stopping power (in this case, mix).
In the indirect-drive 1-shock (IDEP) and 2-shock implosions, the electron temperature was significantly lower than the burn-averaged ion temperature, and this effect must be considered in the DIME implosions as well. To assess the dependence of the inferred mix on the electron temperature, the mix was evaluated for various T e in one of the implosions (N130320). The resulting trends, which are shown in Figure  10 , show an approximately linear relationship between increased T e above 1.6 keV and increased inferred mix. The inferred hT i i is shown for reference. This experiment is the most similar to a subsequent implosion of a H 2 -filled CD-shell (N130618) in which neutron diagnostics were used to constrain the mixed mass, which is also shown in the figure along with a simulated value. 57 The secondary-inferred mix is consistent with the mix measurement from N130618 for electron temperatures in the range $3.3 6 0.7 keV, which is in rough agreement with the observed burn-averaged ion temperature. It is worth noting, however, that this technique can in FIG. 9 . Inferred values from secondary yield data recorded on the defect induced-mix experiments (DIME) performed on the NIF, plotted as a function of laser energy: (a) the average total qR in the fuel region (blue) and (b) the average deuterium qR in the fuel region (red); (c) the mixed mass inferred in the fuel region (black). Increased laser energy is associated with increased mix. T e , which is degenerate with mix for this analysis, was set equal to the measured burn-averaged ion temperature in this calculation; therefore, the mixed mass should be taken as an upper bound. The target with a machined equatorial defect (N120730, hollow point) shows no measurable difference from the spherical targets.
principle diagnose the presence of cold mix mass in the fuel, which would not be visible using x-ray techniques. These data illustrate that use of the secondary yields to robustly measure a mixed mass in the fuel requires additional knowledge of the electron temperature in the fuel. Methods for measuring the fuel electron temperature, such as comparing the relative x-ray self-emission signal observed through several filter materials, have been developed at the NIF and will reinforce the value of the combined secondary product data. 58 
IV. CONCLUSION
A technique has been developed to infer the average fuel areal density during burn, and either the average fuel electron temperature or the average mix mass in the fuel during burn, using the combined information from the secondary DT-neutron and D He (t) ion slows in the plasma. Because of this difference, and because the range of the triton is an order of magnitude larger than that of the 3 He ion, the ratio of the secondary proton to secondary neutron yields changes with both the average deuterium qR and with the average stopping power of the plasma. By invoking a model of the stopping power, the combined primary and secondary yield information is used to infer the areal density and the T e or the mix mass for implosions with moderate fuel qR in the range $5-100 mg/cm 2 . This technique has been applied to three classes of NIF implosions: polar-direct-drive exploding pushers with low qR; indirectdrive 1-shock (IDEP) and 2-shock implosions, for which mix was negligible and T e ¼ 0:33 À 0:65 Â hT i i was inferred; and the polar-direct-drive DIME campaign, for which significant mix was observed.
The model developed here is essentially zerodimensional, assuming a uniform plasma during burn. Temperature and density profiles vary with radius in 1D-simulations, which would have an effect on reactant slowing in the plasma and secondary production. Mixed mass will also vary with radius, being generally largest near its source at the fuel-shell interface. More precise comparisons with experiments will require incorporation of more realistic spatial models. Previous research has implemented Monte Carlo simulation for secondary yields based on 1D profiles, 24 which could be done for this analysis as well. Fundamentally, three pieces of information are being used in this approach-the primary and secondary yields-and therefore at most three pieces of information can be inferred, which is not sufficient to constrain profiles of density, temperature, and mix. The accuracy of this technique can be extended through analysis of the spectral information from the secondary products, as well as the incorporation of additional experimental data about the fuel such as electron temperature profiles measured using x-ray diagnostics. The ultimate application of this analysis is in support of a larger diagnostic effort to understand and possible the state of the fusing plasma. In particular, this technique will provide valuable insight for the development of polar direct-drive experiments as one path towards attaining ignition on the NIF. The analysis method used in this work utilizes a v 2 approach to find the best fit of the secondary production models to the experimental data and analyzes the uncertainty in the inferred parameters. A basic description of the v 2 method is presented here for clarity, although v 2 methods are widely used; see Ref. 59 for a more general overview. Given a model P that takes as input m parameters p j that is expected to predict a data set with n points x k (n m), each of which has an uncertainty r k , the "goodness" of a fit between the model and the data is defined as
Since each measurement can be expected to be on average r from the modeled value even for an accurate model, a minimum value v 2 min ¼ ðn À mÞ is taken to describe a good fit, whereas all models with v 2 À v 2 min 1 are within a 1-r measurement uncertainty.
Three yield quantities are measured: the primary DDneutron yield, the secondary DT-neutron yield, and the secondary D 3 He-proton yield. However, the model predicts FIG. 10 . Variation of the inferred mix mass with the value assumed for T e in the analysis of the secondary yields from the DIME implosion N130320. The inferred mix mass (black) and uncertainty (black dashed) increase approximately linearly with the assumed plasma electron temperature, because both T e and mix affect the plasma stopping power. The mix values inferred from neutronics measurements on a comparable shot N130618 (Ref. 57) (orange) and from simulations (red) are in agreement with the secondary-inferred mix values for T e % 3.3 6 0.7 keV. This value is consistent with the measured burn-averaged ion temperature hT i i ¼ 3:760:2 keV (blue).
only the ratio of secondary to primary yields, and so only two effective data points are used. The uncertainties of the yield measurements are uncorrelated, so the uncertainty of the ratio is taken to be the reduced mean square sum of the primary and secondary yield measurement uncertainties.
The model parameters include density, areal density, electron temperature, ion temperature, and plasma composition of the fuel at burn. The full secondary production model is underconstrained by the data; however, several of these parameters may be inferred from experimental data, initial conditions, and/or simulations with varying degrees of certainty. In this work, the plasma ion temperature has been set equal to the primary-burn averaged ion temperature as measured from the DD-neutron spectra, 60 and the density is inferred from the initial fuel density and x-ray measurements of convergence. As the stopping power is not strongly dependent on these parameters in the regimes of interest, these inferences are sufficient. This leaves three parameters-qR, T e , and mix-to be constrained by two observables. To perform this operation, either the plasma must be in a regime where it is insensitive to one of these parameters (i.e., low qR, for which the yield ratios are insensitive to T e and mix; or high qR, for which the yield ratios are insensitive to qR) or an additional assumption must be made. Thus, in Section III B, mix was expected to be negligible and T e was inferred; whereas in Section III C, both mix and T e effects are likely and additional information is required. Note that in principle when fitting two parameters to two data points, a perfect fit (v 2 ¼ 0) for some set of parameters is expected as long as the model is sufficiently general. The uncertainties of the inputs then directly translate into uncertainties in the outputs, and the validity of the model cannot be tested unless additional data or constraints on the model are obtained.
After the problem is reduced to two free parameters (p 1 , p 2 ), a range of likely values is determined for each parameter and the v 2 is calculated for each pair of parameters on a dense grid. This step is repeated varying the grid range and density until a well-resolved population of acceptable answers is found, as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a). The parameter value producing the minimum v 2 is taken to be the best fit to the data, and the extrema of each parameter for which v 2 v 2 min þ 1 are taken as defining the 1 À r uncertainty range.
energy for the fusion cross-section. This correction to the secondary yield is on the order of 1%. 32 The mean birth energy depends weakly on the plasma ion temperature: E 0 (T i ) $ E 0 þ 2T i for the DD-t and DD-3 He. 61 This effect has been included in the numerical calculations and introduces a correction on the order of 1%. The symmetric distribution of initial particle energy around the mean value E 0 due to kinematic line broadening 13 will have the effect of smoothing the secondary production curves. This effect has not been included. 33 Here and throughout this work, the nuclear production is assumed to occur volumetrically in a spherically symmetric plasma. 34 Deuterium areal density, qR d ¼ n d m d R, is the areal density value relevant to secondary yield production-effectively, how many deuterons the reactant particle 'sees' in-flight-while the total areal density in the fuel, qR total , is relevant for stopping power. In Figure 3(a) , the plasma is pure deuterium so qR d ¼ qR total . In Figure 3(b) , the horizontal shift between the curves is set almost entirely by the scaling factor qR d ¼ ðf d A d =hAiÞqR total , where hAi is the average ion mass in the plasma. 35 For the T ¼ 10 keV scenario, the 3 He ions that stop in the plasma lose only $42% of their energy to the electrons and the remaining $58% to the deuterons; likewise, the tritons lose $47% to the electrons and $53% to the deuterons. Although the stopping on ions is not discussed analytically in this work, it is incorporated into the combined secondary yield analysis calculations.
